SOLUTION/

PEAbody

™

JITC-CERTIFIED ALI DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM/

It is an honor to call hundreds of Federal agencies and Department of Defense installations our
customers. The fact that they rely on our communications solutions – and have for decades – is a
true testament to these systems’ security, performance and overall reliability – and one in which we
are extremely proud.

The JITC-certified PEAbody™ Automatic Location Information
(ALI) database solution provides Department of Defense (DoD)
installations with private, independent and secure on-site
storage of phone location data.
Whether used as the primary ALI database, accommodating
up to two million call records, or in conjunction with the public
safety ALI database, the PEAbody solution’s functionality allows
users to accurately identify the location of telephone extensions
in a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) or Centrex environment.
The PEAbody solution is made up of five main components,
which work together to create and maintain a comprehensive
ALI database and include:

1.

Administration - Creates call center records, configures
serial port connections, starts the PEAbody server, issues
system messages and manages call center operations.

2.

Maintenance - Creates files, stores ALI records and
prints reports on record information.

3.

Audit Trail Report - Previews and prints a list of any
changes made in ALI records within a specified range of
dates and times.

4.

Log Report - Previews and prints a list of all ALI
requests made within a specified range of dates and
times.

5.

ALI Update - Updates ALI records with information from
your database.
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SOLUTION/

SERVER RECOMMENDATIONS
As part of our commitment to ensure complete customer satisfaction,
Airbus DS Communications will provide server recommendations for your
organization’s PEAbody™ solution deployment, and can even supply a
complete hardware and software package to include: the general server,
operating system, computer, memory (RAM), backup device, network
interface and more.

YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER
For over four decades, Airbus DS Communications has designed solutions
with an open mind, creating smarter ways to keep all our communities
safe. Today, we support more than 60% of all U.S. Public Safety Answering
Points, serving over 200 million people, along with hundreds of private
sector businesses in 20+ different industries, including transportation, utilities
and healthcare. As the world’s largest and most reliable source for Next
Generation 9-1-1, Land Mobile Radio and Emergency Notification, we keep
people connected when it matters most.
With enhanced 9-1-1 systems installed at nearly 150 DoD installations
around the world, we understand how our service members and their families
live and work, and provide solutions that meet their unique requirements,
helping preserve the safety of those who secure us all.
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To learn more about the JITC-certified PEAbody ALI database solution,
call 951.719.2100 or visit us online at www.Airbus-DSComm.com.
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KEY BENEFITS/
Supplies the highest levels
of security through Joint
Interoperability Test Command
(JITC) certification
The PEAbody solution has been recertified
to meet the security guidelines for
systems and software as specified by
the requirements of the Department
of Defense (DoD) Defense Information
Systems Agency (DISA).
Gives your installation an advanced
solution through support of
Microsoft® Windows Server® 2008 R2
The PEAbody solution supports Windows
Server 2008 R2. Upgrade of hardware and
software is required.
Delivers ease of use by supporting
Microsoft SQL Server® 2008 R2
The PEAbody solution supports SQL
Server 2008 R2, including the SQL
Server Management Studio utility which
provides a user-friendly interface for easily
performing periodic maintenance tasks
to keep your database running at peak
performance.

